Spring Newsletter 2015
A late spring newsletter following a late spring.
I believe that SFF is now in a financially secure position, all on
its own steam and the ability to sell into 7000 supermarkets
when we can’t even sell chilled lamb into China at present
won’t put money into our farmer’s pockets. When have we
ever got rich in the past supplying supermarkets. Who gets
rich out of this process?
I also put my name in the hat for the Farmlands Board and
this was unsuccessful. Time to go back and concentrate on
our core business I think!

2. SHEEP IMPROVEMENT LTD (SIL)
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The past calendar year has the most challenging for me in my
27 year farming career. In fact it is just as well we don’t know
what is around the corner sometimes!
A very wet cold winter carried on till mid September and this
put extreme pressure on people and stock. I don’t think many
of us would be happy with the condition our stock coming out
of this winter.

1. MEAT INDUSTRY
I have spent considerable time and money on influencing the future
direction of the meat industry over the last 3 years. Initially with MIE and
over the last 5 months, leading a SFF shareholders group to get SFF to
release the financial information that they had sitting on their desks
about the merits of SFF and Alliance actually working together rather
than fighting each other
None of these things have been successful but I still believe it was
important that SFF shareholders were given the other side of the story
regarding the Shanghai Mailing deal. It was also apparent that farmers
did support this deal and that rather than fight on we had to get over it
and accept that we are now at least 50% owned by the Chinese.

We have used two Perendale sires from two studs this
year in an effort to build up our linkages with other studs.
Just now the SIL computer system doesn’t rank our sheep
because we aren’t strongly linked to other studs and so it
puts us at the bottom of the report. This is not because the
genetic worth of the rams’ is lower but because they can’t
accurately rank our sheep without these linkages.
Just to reinforce why this has happened. We stopped being
involved in a group breeding scheme because none of the
rams from top Perendale flocks were performing in our low
input environment. However our rams were doing well in a
high input environment and 6 out of the top 10 rams in the
group scheme were Avalon sires when we left.
For many farmers the SIL reports are important and we
need to get back on the front pages of these reports so that
we can compete on a level playing field in a competitive
industry.

3. ZOETIS
This company specialises in the genomic or the DNA
genetic components of breeding and they produce
the DNA reports for sheep performance. Basically you
can take a blood test now of our Perendale rams as
lambs and it will give you the breeding values for the
traits that we select for, at a price of course. This allows
farmers to select their top genetics 2 years before they

www.avalongenetics.co.nz
would get this information from progeny testing.
We got them in to do some 5 K tests on some of our top ram hoggets to
see if the genetic tests for these rams reflected the true genetic worth or
was it a reflection of how the rams perform under a high input system.
I believe that rams should be valued on their performance without
chemical inputs; this is really their true genetic value. However the 5 K
tests showed that they mirror the SIL breeding values in most cases
We know that some of the top rams in NZ that we have used rank 4060 % lower in our farming system than SIL says they do and we believe
that this difference reflects their response to drenching. We don’t think
farmers should be cutting out all their drenching but certainly much
of our sheep performance is drench dependent and this is not a
sustainable solution for the industry.

4 GENETICS FOR 2015-16
We have 5 very productive family
lines in our Perendales and they
continue to improve our genetic worth of our flock.

Hamish Ottrey - Ultimate Ram Hoggets
We have some of
our top clients using
the Ultimate over their Perendale
ewes to boost hybrid vigour and their
overall production. Our Ultimate’s
scan approx 10% higher than the
Perendale at the same body weight.

We had another ram in the NZ progeny trial this
year and he is ranked 5th compared to our last
ram who is ranked 11th on our sire summary. This
first ram had the highest growth rate by 9 % of the
top rams in NZ.

TM

Tapanui farmer Hamish Ottrey won
the NZ ewe hogget crossbred farmer of the year this year.
Hamish uses the Ultimate over his ewe hoggets for their
ease of lambing and the ability to get the lambs to the
works at good weights. They are certainly a worthy option
for hogget mating and it gives farmers an opportunity to
see how they perform on their own sheep.
We face another year of uncertainty regarding the climate
and prices; it seems that nothing changes in this respect.
We are pleased to see that clients we have contacted are
getting good results from our genetics and look forward to
working with you for this season as well
Our business is to increase your profitability through higher
sheep performance while reducing your input costs.
½Perendale, ½Ultimate Progeny from a Perendale Ewe
We have limited numbers of rams with a fertility gene that
adds 25% fertility to these animals carrying the gene. The
Texel is king for meat and growth and if we can add 25% fertility, then this
makes the Texel a great maternal option as well.

We enclose our ram order form for the 2015-16 season.
Regards

Allan & Sonia Richardson

Texel 2th Rams
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